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“A new visual language that is both informative and 
entertaining is emerging at the nexus of information 

graphics, illustration, and tactile design…



📥📈📶

More and more data is being collected…



We can access ever more information at any time 
and from any place…

🕒🌈🔑👭 🗄



The fundamental challenge now is how to extract 
the most valuable news, the most surprising findings, 

and the most relevant stories from the flood of 
information that is available to us…
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visual storytelling is to take familiar image contexts 
and use them in a new way…
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By penetrating meaning and creating associations, 
abstract correlations can be visualized in a manner that 
is both easy to understand and aesthetically innovative.”

–Gestalten
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O 🌎 🕰
Who 

readers
viewers

customers

What 
brand 

information
content

Where 
social

brand site
syndication

When 
cadence
campaign
how long

🔣



🤔
Why  

Why is visual narrative the best 
medium for your message?

[cue existential crisis] 
😜
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one two three 

We’re highly 
visual creatures

💵 💰
“Information is 
cheap, meaning 
is expensive”

Beauty is a thing 
you’re not finished 

with yet

🌹



🗣
Information 
delivered 

orally

⏲
Over 72 
hours

The Pictoral Superiority Effect

!+#
60%

Of brain function 
is involved with 

image processing

!+#
Only 10% is 

retained 

[ 😕 ]



⏲
Over 72 
hours

is retained 
65% 

!+#🖼
Information 
delivered 

with an image

[ 👍 ]



TV Remotes 
Where are they now? !
+4+2+%

2%
Outdoors

4%
Refrigerator

Couch cushions

50%
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“Information is cheap, meaning is expensive”
–George Dyson

[huh?] 
🙄



“Information is cheap, meaning is expensive”
–George Dyson

💡
Your information

🙇
Your audienceyour time + your energy + design thinking = your story



Visual Metaphor 
Juxtaposes abstract correlations to create visual 
associations so that the ideas are both easy to 

understand and aesthetically novel.
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Data Visualization  
Takes abstract information and translates into physical 

representations to help viewers understand proportion, scale, 
geography, impact, or change over time.
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Product Design 
Thoughtfully joining interaction and visual design to solve 
problems in a manner consistent with the brand story.

Google ChromeApple Store App
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Beauty happens when we see, touch, 

smell, and otherwise activate the 

world around us. 

While beauty is a fleeting human 

response, it also embodies our search 

for enduring objects and ideals. In his 

essay “Essay on Beauty and Judgement”, 

philosopher Alexander Nehamas writes 

“To find something beautiful is, 

precisely, not to have yet finished 

with it, to think it has something 

further to offer.” 



Quiz 
What percentage of Americans believed Mitt 

Romney’s full name was Mittens?

2% Say “Mittens”



Quiz 
What percentage of  TV Remotes are lost 

in the refrigerator?

4% 
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[cue existential crisis]$

Amy Roberts

amy@amykroberts.com

Thank you!

mailto:amy@amykroberts.com?subject=

